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ABSTRACT
Objective Pathology reports are rich in narrative statements that encode a complex web of relations among medical concepts. These relations are routinely used by doctors to reason on diagnoses, but often require hand-crafted rules or supervised learning to extract into presupposed forms for computational disease modeling. We aim to automatically capture relations from narrative text without supervision.

Methods We design a novel framework that translates sentences into graph representations, automatically mines sentence subgraphs, reduces redundancy in mined subgraphs, and automatically generates subgraph features for subsequent classification tasks. To ensure meaningful interpretations over the sentence graphs, we use the Unified Medical Language System Metathesaurus to map token subsequences to concepts, and in turn sentence graph nodes. We test our system with multiple lymphoma classification tasks that together mimic the differential diagnosis by a pathologist. To this end, we prevent our classifiers from looking at explicit mentions or synonyms of lymphomas in the text.

Results and Conclusions We compare our system with three baseline classifiers using standard n-grams, full MetaMap concepts, and filtered MetaMap concepts. Our system achieves high F-measures on multiple binary classifications of lymphoma (Burkitt lymphoma, 0.8; diffuse large B-cell lymphoma, 0.909; follicular lymphoma, 0.84; Hodgkin lymphoma, 0.912). Significance tests show that our system outperforms all three baselines. Moreover, feature analysis identifies subgraph features that contribute to improved performance; these features agree with the state-of-the-art knowledge about lymphoma classification. We also highlight how these unsupervised relation features may provide meaningful insights into lymphoma classification.

INTRODUCTION
The differential diagnosis of lymphoid malignancies has long been a difficult task and a source of debates for pathologists and clinicians.1–4 To standardize knowledge into a widely accepted guideline, the WHO published a consensus lymphoma classification in 2001,5 which was revised in 2008.6 Even with the full spectrum of clinical and genetic features used in this guideline, uncertainty persists in pathologists’ daily practice.7 8 Since its original publication, several case series and reviews of lymphoma have suggested refinements to the current classification scheme and additional lymphoma subtypes.9–11 Facing this ongoing need for periodic revision, the current approach to revise the WHO classification presents several challenges. First, the review process took more than 1 year, involving an eight-member steering committee and over 130 pathologists and hematologists worldwide6; hence it is a time-consuming and labor-intensive task. Moreover, the cases covered for revision considerations are subject to selection bias from different studies. These challenges motivated us to build an interpretable lymphoma classification model to automate the case review process in a systematic way.

Many medical natural language processing (NLP) systems aim to extract medical problems from text to identify patient cohorts for clinical studies.14–19 They rely heavily on mentions and synonyms of the targeted problems. In contrast, we exclude all mentions and synonyms of lymphomas. The aim is to prevent oracles from telling the system the true lymphoma type and to mimic the differential diagnosis, with the pathology reports as proxies for related laboratory results and tests. The automatically built diagnostic models are intended to assist with expert review, and thus it is necessary not only to achieve high accuracy, but also to retain interpretable features.

RELATED WORK
Some of the advances in the state-of-the-art specialized clinical NLP systems for identifying medical problems have been documented in challenge workshops such as the yearly i2b2 (Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside) workshops, which have attracted international teams to address successive shared classification tasks. The first such challenge focused in part on identifying the smoking status of patients.17 Features used by the successful teams included mentioned medical entities, n-grams (up to trigrams), part-of-speech (POS) tags, and challenge-specific regular expressions, dictionaries, and assertion classification rules. Feature-engineering details contributed significantly among the best performing systems.20–22 In a later challenge, recognizing obesity and its 15 comorbidities,19 the top four systems employed heavier feature engineering on hand-crafted rules which integrated “disease-specific, non-preventive medications and their brand names”,23 disease-related procedures,24 and disease-specific symptoms.25 26 However, task-specific rules and regular expressions to capture medical concepts and relations are usually subdomain-specific and hard to generalize. In contrast, standard linguistic features such as n-grams are difficult to interpret—the selected n-grams may not be meaningful.

General clinical NLP systems such as cTAKES15 and MetaMap16 can extract negation-classified17 medical concepts. Besides negations, they specify few additional relations. Other systems apply hand-crafted rules to extract presupposed semantic relations, such as MedLEE,28 MedEx,29 and...
SemRep, or require supervised learning on prespecified semantic relations, such as those stated by Uzuner et al., and thus are hard to adapt to new subdomains. The value of syntactic parsing in concept and relation extraction has also been explored, such as phrase chunking in cTAKES, shallow parsing with the Stanford Parser, short syntactic link chain extraction in Sibanda et al., and Treebank building such as in the MiPACQ corpus. Our work features unsupervised extraction of relations among a flexible number of medical concepts, which produces features that both improve performance over baselines and are more interpretable.

**PROBLEM DEFINITION**

Pathology reports typically record four general categories of patient information: clinical presentation, morphology, immunophenotype, and cytogenetics. Our corpus is rich in narrative sentences that specify complex relations among medical concepts. We accordingly design a sentence subgraph mining framework that is suitable for capturing such relations. Using the features generated from this framework, we performed the following tasks.

1. We tested the hypothesis that an automated lymphoma classifier with sentence subgraph features can outperform the baseline classifier with standard n-gram features.
2. We tested the hypothesis that sentence subgraph features can outperform the baselines with full or filtered medical concept features extracted by the latest MetaMap.
3. We showed that sentence subgraph features are friendly to interpretation and provide insights into the diagnosis of lymphoma.

To prevent classifiers from using the explicit mentions and synonyms of the lymphoma types, we exclude phrases overlapping with a Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) of ‘lymphoma’ or ‘lymphoma’. We also exclude phrases that match a set of manually constructed patterns aiming to catch abbreviations and synonyms of the target lymphomas that may be missed by MeSH. Please refer to the online supplement for more details.

**DATA COLLECTION**

Our corpus consists of Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH) pathology reports in the Research Patient Data Registry (RPDR) database. An MGH pathology report consists of standard and semi-standard sections as shown in figure 1.

For this project, we focused on the following four lymphomas: diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL; the most common lymphoma), Burkitt lymphoma (the most aggressive lymphoma), follicular lymphoma (the second most common lymphoma), and Hodgkin lymphoma (the most common lymphoma in young patients). We obtained our patient cases by having two MGH medical oncologists and one hematopathologist review pathology reports of patients diagnosed between 2000 and 2010, and collected 1038 cases in which the written diagnosis (in the final diagnoses section) has one or more of the four lymphomas.

**METHODS**

We first preprocessed our corpus using sentence breaking, tokenization, and POS tagging, with customizations to medical corpora. We then performed a two-phase sentence-parsing step, grouping token subsequences that match concept unique identifiers (CUIs) in the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) Metathesaurus as parsing units to Stanford Parser instead of individual tokens. For the UMLS CUI matching, we experimented with the entire set or subsets of CUIs and chose the following approach, which balances the coverage and accuracy on our data. If the token subsequence had only one CUI match, this CUI was used. If the token subsequence had multiple CUI matches, we selected the one supported by the most sources. If there was a tie, we preferred the CUI supported by Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine—Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT) if there was one, or flipped a coin otherwise. For Stanford Parser, we chose the lexicalized parser. We refer the reader to the online supplement for more details, and focus on the sentence subgraph framework.

**Intuition on relations among concepts**

In a corpus of pathology reports focusing on a specific disease, certain relations among medical concepts occur frequently. For example, figure 2 shows variations of immunohistochemistry interpretations, which describe ‘what kind of staining’ (bold-outline blocks) is observed with regard to ‘antibodies’ to ‘what type of antigens’ (dash-outline blocks). The relations among those concepts are what characterize the immunohistochemistry results. For example, in one pathology report, ‘B lineage antigens’ associate with ‘staining of most large atypical cells’, and ‘T lineage associated antigens’ associate with ‘staining of most small cells’. If we use only individual findings, it is difficult to exclude the other possibilities of association. For daily pathology practice, important relations are likely to be repeated in similar syntactic and semantic constructs. This motivated us to use a graph representation to capture concepts and relations expressed in a sentence, as well as to use frequent subgraph mining to identify important relations encoded by sentence subgraphs.

**Representing sentence-dependency parses as graphs**

In natural language, the syntactic structure of a statement often corresponds at least approximately to the ways in which the semantic parts may be combined to aggregate the meaning of the overall statement. The two-phase sentence parsing (described in the online supplement) produces the dependency linkage structure of a sentence. This translates naturally to a graph representation of the relations, where the nodes are concepts, and the edges are syntactic dependencies among the concepts. We experimented with multiple parsers, including the augmented Stanford Parser (described in the online supplement), the Link Parser and the ClearParser. We chose the Stanford Parser because it produced fewer systemic errors on our corpus.

Figure 3 shows the graph representation for the example sentence ‘Immunostains show the large atypical cells are strongly positive for CD30 and negative for CD15, CD20, BOB1, OCT2 and CD3.’ Syntactic dependencies are denoted using line segments with labels (eg, prep_for). For each parse node (round-corner rectangle), the text in parentheses includes the tokens in the original sentence, connected by hyphens (eg, ‘atypical-cells’). The text above the parentheses displays the preferred name of the node’s CUI (eg, CD20 Antigens for C0054946). For determiners, we exclude common functional determiners such as ‘a’, ‘an’ and ‘the’, but keep the semantically meaningful ones such as ‘no’ and ‘all’.

The Stanford Parser supports various parsing modes. We also chose the mode with ‘collapsed dependencies with propagation of conjunct dependencies’, which has the most compact graph translations. With this mode, possible cyclic graphs can arise in the dependency linkages, such as the cycle in the middle of figure 3.

In order to increase the accuracy of the sentence graph representations, we performed post-processing on the Stanford dependency parsing results. The main observation is that a list...
Immunohistochemical stains show that the follicles, as well as some extrafollicular areas, contain Pax5+ B cells that co-express Bcl6 and Bcl2. Numerous scattered CD2+ T cells are present. Follicles are encompassed by CD21+ follicular dendritic cell (FDC) aggregates, with some loss of FDC staining in the larger follicles and among extrafollicular B cells. A stain for CD30 highlights occasional interfollicular immunoblasts. CD15 stains granulocytes. There is no lymphoid staining for cyclin D1 or ALK-1.

FLOW CYTOMETRY REPORT: Hematopoietic Cell Surface Markers
SPECIMEN: Tissue - Right Axillary Lymph Node Core Biopsy
RECEIVED: 3/12/10
DIFFERENTIAL COUNT: Lymphocytes: 93%; Monocytes: <1%; Granulocytes: <1%.

RESULTS

LIGHT SCATTER GATE ANALYZED: Lymphocyte ANTIGENS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T/NK CELL</th>
<th>B CELL</th>
<th>MYELOID/OTHER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CD3: 42%</td>
<td>CD19: 55%</td>
<td>CD45: 84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD3+4: 37%</td>
<td>CD20: 55%</td>
<td>CD14: &lt;1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD3+8: 5% surfaceCD19+KAPPA: 50%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD5: 34% surfaceCD19+LAMBD: 6%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD7: 39% CD19/20+5: &lt;1%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD3-7+ 1% CD19/20+10: 42%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD19/20+23: 13% CD19/20+43brt: &lt;1%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

INTERPRETATION:
1. CD19+, CD20bright+, CD10+, CD43-, CD5- B cells with monotypic expression of kappa light chain amid a polytypic background.
2. CD4+ and CD8+ T cells.

KARYOTYPE: 46,XX,t(6;12)(q27.6;q21),t(14;18)(q32;q21)[+7]/47,XX,+X[3]

METAPHASES COUNTED: 10 ANALYZED: 10 SCORED: 0 BANDING: GTG INTERPRETATION:
Seven of 10 metaphases contained a translocation of chromosomes 14 and 18. This translocation is associated with an IGH-BCL2 rearrangement, and is a characteristic finding in B-cell non-Hodgkin's lymphomas of follicular center cell origin.

Figure 1 Massachusetts General Hospital pathology reports usually contain four sections with almost all information retained as narrative text. Clinical data, the first section, include patient age, medical history, and ongoing treatment procedures, etc. The second section, morphology and immunohistochemistry, describes cellular structural alterations appearing under a light microscope aided by a variety of dyes, some of which are conjugated to cell-specific antibodies. The third section is on flow cytometry, which describes the characteristic expression of various surface antigens on cells. The individual or combined percentages of antigens (e.g., CD20, CD5 and CD10) are reported. Also reported are pathologists' interpretations, which characterize these numbers (e.g., + (i.e., positive) or − (i.e., negative)) relative to reference values. The fourth section is on cytogentic, which records the presence of chromosomal aberrations such as translocations, insertions, and deletions, in the form of a 'karyotype' using a standardized nomenclature that is not natural language processing friendly. However, the accompanying 'interpretation' section describes these aberrations in narrative text. Dates and age etc are replaced with realistic surrogates for deidentification.

of immunologic factors often poses a parsing challenge as in the sentence, ‘Most interstitial lymphocytes are CD3 positive T-cells with fewer CD20 and PAX5 positive B-cells’. Even if all the POS tags are correctly assigned, the parser still has difficulty in determining that ‘CD20’ and ‘PAX5’ are both connected to ‘positive’. The key idea is to treat such a list as one token in the parsing. We refer the reader to the online supplement for details and discussions on parse post-processing.

Frequent subgraph mining

Frequent subgraph mining is based on the notion of graph subisomorphism. Intuitively, one graph is subisomorphic to another graph if it is part of the other. Formally, let $G_1 = (V_1, E_1, l_1)$ and $G_2 = (V_2, E_2, l_2)$ be two graphs, where $V_1$ is the set of nodes, $E_1$ is the set of edges, and $l_1$ is the labeling function for nodes and edges. For $G_1$ to be subisomorphic to $G_2$, the following conditions must be met: there exists a one-to-one mapping $f$ such that:

1. $f(V_1) \subseteq V_2$ and, $\forall v \in V_1, l_1(v) = l_2(f(v))$
2. $\forall v_1, v_2 \in V_1$, if $(v_1, v_2) \in E_1$, then $(f(v_1), f(v_2)) \in E_2$ and $l_1(v_1, v_2) = l_2(f(v_1), f(v_2))$

Condition 1 says that there exists a mapping from nodes in $G_1$ to a subset of nodes in $G_2$, such that corresponding nodes agree on their labels. Condition 2 says that each edge in $G_1$ should also have a counterpart in $G_2$ that shares the same label. Figure 4 shows two example subgraphs of the sentence graph in figure 3.

We say that a subgraph occurs once in a corpus every time it is subisomorphic to a graph in that corpus. The frequency of a subgraph is the total number of its occurrences within the
Frequent subgraph mining tries to identify those subgraphs whose frequencies are above a given threshold. Various graph encodings, enumeration strategies, and search pruning policies have been proposed to improve the efficiency of the mining algorithms. In this work, we used the open-source frequent subgraph miner, Gaston, which has state-of-the-art speed.

Pruning redundant subgraphs
We ran Gaston on our training dataset with 17,186 sentences, with a frequency threshold of 5, and obtained 180,863 frequent subgraphs. Analyzing these subgraphs, we found that many smaller subgraphs are subisomorphic to other larger frequent subgraphs. Many of these larger subgraphs have the same frequencies as their subisomorphic smaller subgraphs. This arises when a larger subgraph is frequent; all of its subgraphs also become frequent. Furthermore, if the smaller subgraph is so unique that it is not subisomorphic to any other larger subgraph, then this pair of larger and smaller subgraphs shares identical frequency. Therefore, we only kept the larger subgraphs in such pairs. Note that it is cost prohibitive to perform a full pairwise check because the subisomorphism comparison between two subgraphs is already nondeterministic polynomial time (NP)-complete, and a pairwise approach would ask for around 16 billion such comparisons for our dataset. We developed an efficient algorithm using hierarchical hash partitioning that reduces the number of subgraph pairs to compare by several orders of magnitude. The key idea is that we only need to compare subgraphs that differ in size by one, and we can further partition the subgraphs so that only those within the same partition need be compared. We refer the reader to the online supplement for technical details of this algorithm. After pruning redundant subgraphs, we are left with 9,935 subgraphs.

Single-node frequent subgraph collection
Gaston only collects frequent subgraphs with two or more nodes. Because our token subsequence grouping may group all tokens within a short sentence into one node if they are covered by one CUI, such nodes would be ignored by Gaston. We do not want to exclude the possibility that sometimes the presence of a meaningful medical concept in the text can be informative. We thus also collected single-node subgraphs using the same frequency threshold 5 as for multinode frequent subgraphs, adding 1,602 single-node subgraphs (11,537 total).

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
For each patient case, we used the written diagnosis (in the final diagnoses section of the pathology reports) as the ground truth.
A patient may have multiple lymphomas at the same time, or the diagnosis may be an intermediate case between multiple lymphomas. Given the relatively small numbers of multiple-hit/intermediate cases as shown in Table 1, we modeled the classification task as multiple binary classification problems, one for each lymphoma. For the ground truth, the positive cases for one lymphoma type also include the multiple-hit/intermediate cases involving this type. The negative cases of one lymphoma type include positive cases of the other three types, except for multiple-hit/intermediate cases involving this type. Our task resembles the differential diagnosis of four lymphomas, assuming that every patient in the selected population has at least one lymphoma. By splitting the dataset randomly into halves, stratified by type of lymphoma, we obtained a training set and a testing set, whose statistics are in Table 2.

In our experiments, we trained three baseline classifiers on different feature types. Baseline 1 uses negation-classified medical concepts extracted by the latest MetaMap. Baseline 2 further filters the concepts in baseline 1 based on UMLS semantic types reported in previous studies to show good performance for medical problem extraction. In addition to previously used semantic categories of diseases and symptoms, we also included semantic types that fall under the hierarchy of ‘Chemical’ and ‘Anatomical Structure’ as our pathology reports largely concern the immunological factors and various types of lymphocytes. Baseline 3 uses the standard n-gram features, including unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams, which have been reported to be most useful for document classification. We experimented with multiple machine learning algorithms including support vector machine (SVM), decision trees, and Bayesian networks. We chose SVM for its better performance on our training data and its widely acknowledged generalizability. We experimented with polynomials up to degree five and radial basis functions as candidate kernels. We performed tenfold cross-validation on training data for parameter selection and evaluated the trained model on the held-out test dataset. Of note, cross-validation favored a linear kernel for all the settings in our experiment.

Table 3 shows the evaluation results on the subgraph features for each of the four lymphoma categories in comparison with the three baselines. The evaluation metrics include standard precision, recall, F-measure, and area under the receiver operating characteristic curve. It is clear that full MetaMap features outperform filtered MetaMap features. Thus we performed significance tests comparing the subgraph features with the full MetaMap features and with the n-gram features. We used the approximate randomization test to assess whether two system outputs were significantly different from each other (p=0.05), and the statistically significant changes in Table 3 are marked. We see improvements on precision, recall, and F-measure across all four lymphomas compared with either baseline. For Burkitt lymphoma, all improvements are significant. For DLBCL, the improvement in recall over n-grams is not significant. For follicular lymphoma, all improvements over n-gram are significant; the improvement in recall over MetaMap is significant. For Hodgkin lymphoma, all improvements are significant except for the recall compared with n-gram features. Overall, the sentence subgraph features significantly outperform all three baselines.

We also assessed the effect of parse post-processing and the effect of detailed dependency types on the performance of sentence subgraph features. Table 4 shows different configurations...
in separate panels, in which ‘untyped dependency’ means that all dependencies are treated equally. Vertical comparisons show that post-processing in general helps to improve classification performance, with the exception of Burkitt lymphoma classification when the system uses typed dependencies. Horizontal comparisons show that distinguishing dependency types in general does not improve classification performance. In particular, with post-processing, untyped dependencies even help to improve the F-measures for Burkitt, DLBCL, and follicular lymphoma classifications. There are two possible reasons. First, the Stanford Parser dependency types may distinguish relations between concepts in unnecessary detail. For example, the partial sentences ‘B-cells with CD10 expression’ (B-cells prep_with expression→ mod CD10) and ‘B-cells expressing CD10’ (B-cells part_of→ expression debt CD10) have different syntactic parses but convey almost the same information to pathologists. In addition, parser errors during dependency type assignment could introduce noise, which diminishes the usefulness of the dependency types.

### FEATURE AND ERROR ANALYSIS

This section investigates the ability of a sentence subgraph to assist with human review by providing insightful relations over a flexible number of medical concepts. The sentence subgraph features outperform all three baselines, and n-gram seems to be the best baseline overall. A closer look at the MetaMap baseline shows that the program did not identify some important immunologic factors, such as CD30, CD15 etc. By contrast, n-gram features cover the entire text, but often do not map to medical concepts. To compare subgraph features with the baseline, we identified in the training corpus cases that are false negatives for the n-gram baseline and the MetaMap baseline but not for the sentence subgraph features during cross-validation. We then identified the big subgraphs (≥3 nodes), which contributed to the improved recognition of the three minority lymphomas, by choosing those with a normalized weight above 0.01 as assigned by a linear kernel SVM. For Burkitt lymphoma, examples of interesting positive factors include:

\[bf1\] ‘… with antibodies to immunoglobulin, … there is monotypic kappa staining of most tumor cells …’

\[bf2\] ‘… b-cells, negative for BCL2 … positive for BCL6 …’

\[bf3\] ‘… CD19+, CD20+, CD10−, CD5−, CD23−, CD43+ … B cells with monotypic expression of kappa light chain …’

\[bf4\] ‘… tumor cell is positive for CD10 …’

For readability, we translated each subgraph into a partial sentence. Note that in bf3, although we have listed ‘CD19+, CD20+, CD10−, CD5−, CD23−, CD43+’ in order, when viewed in the subgraph, individual immunologic factors are all adjectival modifiers of ‘B cells’, hence the subgraph is order ignorant. The factors bf1, bf2, bf3, and bf4 are consistent with immunophenotypic characteristics of Burkitt lymphoma in the WHO classification,\(^\text{6}\) which states that the tumor cells are light-chain-restricted with moderate to strong expression of pan-B-cell (CD19, 2019)
CD20) and germinal center (BCL6 and CD10) antigens, and are negative for CD5 and CD23.

For follicular lymphoma, examples of positive factors that are exclusively discovered by sentence subgraph features are as follows. The factors ff1, ff2, and ff3 are consistent with table 8.01 in Swerdlow et al,6 as CD10 is usually positive and CD23 is intermittently positive on B cells in follicular lymphoma.

ff1 ‘… CD20+, CD10dim, CD5−, CD23− … B cells …’
ff2 ‘… CD20+, CD10dim, CD5−, CD43− … B cells …’
ff3 ‘… CD19+, CD20+, CD23+ … B cells with … expression of lambda light chain …’

One might think that Hodgkin lymphoma cases should be easy to classify because of the presence of Reed–Sternberg cells as a well-recognized diagnostic feature. However, our analysis shows that the paucity of neoplastic Reed–Sternberg cells and the predominance of non-neoplastic cells lead to interesting associations between sentence subgraphs and Hodgkin lymphoma. In particular, we found the following positive factors discovered by sentence subgraph features.

hf1 ‘… atypical large cells … positive for … CD30 …’
hf2 ‘… with antibodies to B lineage … antigens … there is staining of many … cells …’
hf3 ‘… with antibodies to T lineage associated antigen … there is staining of … cells …’

The factor hf1 links CD30-expressing atypical large cells to Hodgkin lymphoma and conforms to conventional knowledge.6 The factors hf2 and hf3 refer to staining patterns of background T and B cells. Although hf2 and hf3 are seen to some extent in other lymphoma subtypes, Hodgkin lymphoma is particularly rich in background non-neoplastic T cells, as well as B cells to a lesser extent, and these non-neoplastic cells vastly outnumber the neoplastic Reed–Sternberg cells.6 Together with other Hodgkin-related subgraph features such as hf1 or Reed–Sternberg cells, hf2 and hf3 appear to account for these non-neoplastic cells. Our classifier placed higher weight on hf3 than on hf2, agreeing with the aforementioned T-cell dominance. Of note, some work has shown varying patterns of morphology and immunophenotype in background non-neoplastic cells associated with a certain subtype of Hodgkin lymphoma,52–54 pointing to the potential utility of our analysis in identifying variant patterns of lymphoma.

Of the four lymphomas, follicular lymphoma has a moderate number of cases but a lower F-measure than DLBCL and Hodgkin lymphoma. We thus delved into false negative cases of follicular lymphoma in the training data and selected common features that have top negative weights as assigned by the linear kernel SVM. Investigating those common features, we highlighted the following:

fnf1 ‘… large …’
fnf2 ‘… erythroid maturation is normal …’
fnf3 ‘… myeloid maturation is normal …’

The factor fnf1 incorrectly associates the single-node subgraph ‘large’ with negative classification of follicular lymphoma. In the description of a morphological study, ‘large’ often describes the cell size. Although the keyword corresponds to the name of DLBCL (diffuse large B cell lymphoma), it is, however, not a distinguishing feature, because a Hodgkin Reed–Sternberg cell can be large, and centroblasts in follicular lymphoma can be large. Similarly, the keyword ‘diffuse’ and ‘folicular’ are also not special to DLBCL and follicular lymphoma, respectively. Although our model successfully excluded ‘diffuse’ from the top negative features for follicular lymphoma, it incorrectly included ‘large’. We reason that this is because we have a majority of DLBCL cases, which do frequently have the keyword ‘large’, and the imbalanced ratio between DLBCL and follicular lymphoma confused our model. The factors fnf2 and fnf3 refer to erythroid and myeloid maturation, respectively, which in reality are neither positively nor negatively associated with the likelihood of follicular lymphoma. We think this is identified by the classifier because lymphoma patients often undergo a staging bone marrow biopsy in which myeloid and erythroid maturation are routinely assessed during the process of determining whether the marrow is involved by lymphoma. As a result, normal myeloid and erythroid maturation is frequently associated with most cases. Because there are more follicular lymphoma cases with uninvolved staging bone marrow biopsies than those with involved biopsies, such association could be regarded by the classifier as favoring negative classification of follicular lymphoma.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Some clinical reports are template based. In fact, our pathology reports also have template-based sections. For example, there are disclaimers such as ‘By his/her signature below, the pathologist certifies that he/she has personally reviewed this case and confirmed or corrected the diagnoses.’ We exclude these sentences from being processed as they do not offer clinical insights. Recognition of these sections is based on knowledge from electronic medical record vendors about prespecified templates.

Patient demographics such as gender and age are usually mentioned in the clinical presentation section. They are also part of the features captured by subgraphs. For the age features, expressions such as ‘year-old’ are connected to the integers that we discretize by every 10 years. However, we did not find demographics ranked as top-weighted features in our experiments. This is likely due to the presence of more specific predictors such as morphologic, immunophenotypic, and genetic features, although we do not exclude the possibility that a better customized discretization can yield a different outcome.

In addition, we note that different institutions may have different clinical documentation systems and styles, which may bring challenges to generalizing our framework to multiple institutions. We expect that the untyped dependencies will help mitigate some style (eg, syntactic) differences between institutions. We also expect that the UMLS concept mapping will lessen the impact of the terminological differences between institutions. We are in fact expanding the lymphoma classification project across institutions, and generalizability analysis is part of our future work.

Our work is predicated on the assumption that pathology reports provide a comprehensive statement of measurements, observations, and interpretations made by pathologists. This seems to be true of current practice, but future programs may have access to digital images of immunohistochemical slides and raw flow cytometry counts directly from instruments. Nevertheless, we expect that, for the foreseeable future, pathologists’ observations and interpretations will continue to be expressed in natural language, hence the techniques we report here will continue to be helpful.

We expect to scale up our tool to assist with human expert reviews and more systematically identify unique variants and new
subcategories of lymphoma, whose recognition, diagnosis, and acceptance into the widely used classification system is important for patients to receive appropriate treatment andfollow-up and to further our understanding of lymphoma biology.

**CONCLUSIONS**

We have narrowed the gap between automatic unsupervised feature generation and interpretable feature generation from clinical narrative text by building a framework that can perform unsupervised extraction of relations among a flexible number of medical concepts. Our framework represents narrative sentences in pathology reports as graphs, and automatically mines sentence subgraphs for feature generation. We performed a lymphoma classification task resembling differential diagnosis, in which no explicit mentions or synonyms of the targeted lymphomas are available to the classifier. Evaluation shows that the classifier with unsupervised sentence subgraph features significantly outperforms the baselines using standard n-grams, full MetaMap concepts, or filtered MetaMap concepts. With detailed feature analysis, we highlight that our system generates meaningful features and medical insights into lymphoma classification.
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